Transactional Memory Transactions appear to execute atomically A transactional memory implementation may allow transactions to run concurrently but the results must be equivalent to some sequential execution Incorrect r1==1, r2==3, r3==3 T1 T2 IWOMP2010 June16, 2010 What is Transactional Memory (Again) ? ACI(D) properties of a transaction make it easier to ensure that shared memory programs are correct.
-Atomic: each transaction either commits (it takes effect) or aborts (its effects are discarded).
-Consistent (or serializable): they appear to take effect in a one-at-a-time order.
-Isolated from other operations: the effects are not seen until the transaction has committed.
-(Durable: their effects are persistent.) STM runtime written in C IWOMP2010 June16, 2010 Software TM Use metadata to synchronize transactional access to memory
Each shared memory location that may be accessed by transactions is associated with a metadata entry A metadata serves as:
-Lock on associated data -Version number of updates to associated data A thread writes to memory only while it is holding the associated metadata lock
When a transaction releases a metadata lock, it also increments its version number
If a transaction -reads a metadata version number, -then reads an associated data, -and then checks the metadata and finds it unchanged then the transaction -is guaranteed that the data was not updated between the time it first read the metadata and the time it reread the metadata 
